Reservoir Fish Population and Angling Trends

Canyon Ferry Reservoir – Principle game fish population trends

Figure 3. Canyon Ferry Reservoir Fish Population Trends for Rainbow Trout, Yellow Perch, and Walleye from Standardized Gill Netting Series.
Figure 4. Angler Catch Rates (Fish/Hour) for the Principal Game Species in Canyon Ferry Reservoir. Summer (dark bars) and winter (light bars) are represented. Walleye catch rates are summer only. Catch rates are for anglers specifically targeting those species.
Figure 5. Hauser Reservoir Fish Population Trends for Rainbow Trout, Yellow Perch, and Walleye from Standardized Gill Netting Series.
Figure 6. Angler Catch Rates (Fish/Hour) for the Principal Game Species in Hauser Reservoir. Summer (dark bars) and winter (light bars) are represented. Walleye catch rates are summer only. Catch rates are for anglers specifically targeting those species.
Holter Reservoir – Principle game fish population trends

Figure 7. Holter Reservoir Fish Population Trends for Rainbow Trout, Yellow Perch, and Walleye from Standardized Gill Netting Series.
Figure 8. Angler Catch Rates (Fish/Hour) for the Principal Game Species in Holter Reservoir. Summer (dark bars) and winter (light bars) are represented. Walleye catch rates are summer only. Catch rates are for anglers specifically targeting those species.
River Fish Population and Angling Trends

Missouri River Hauser Tailrace – Principle game fish population trends

Figure 9. Population estimates (Fish/Mile) for rainbow and brown trout in the Hauser Tailrace Section. Electroshocking estimates are conducted on odd numbered years.

Missouri River Toston Dam to Canyon Ferry Reservoir – Principle game fish population trends

Figure 10. Population surveys (Fish/Minute) for rainbow and brown trout in the Missouri River from Toston Dam to Canyon Ferry Reservoir.